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The Reverend Brian Lennstrom 
2021-07-25 
Year B Proper 12 
 

“Signs” 
 
In terms of gospel lessons, we’ve been hopping back and forth between Mark and John, and the 
two gospels are quite different.  In Mark, nobody “gets it.”  Not the crowds, not the disciples, 
nobody.  Only the centurion, at the cross—you remember John Wayne in “The Greatest Story Ever 
Told”—who declared that Jesus was the Son of God. 
 
That’s about it for Mark. 
 
But in John, you have signs.  The Jews were expecting signs, and Jesus supplied the signs.  In this 
chapter we have the sign of the Feeding of the Five Thousand.  It’s actually the fourth sign so far in 
the book of John.  And the walking on the water is the fifth sign. 
 
To understand this sign, we have to look back to the book of Deuteronomy, chapter 18, where 
Moses tells the people that God had said to him, “I will raise up for them a prophet like you from 
among their fellow Israelites, and I will put my words in his mouth” (Dt 18:17-20). 
 
So, jumping back to the first century, the Jews had had 1200 years or so to think about exactly 
what it meant that God would raise up a prophet like Moses.  And by the time of the New 
Testament, they had worked out that the Prophet would do at least two miracles: a food miracle 
and what we might call a “beverage” miracle.  Moses had provided manna from heaven—that was 
the food miracle; and then, when the Israelites were complaining about thirst, Moses struck a rock 
and water gushed out. 
 
When, in John, chapter 2 we read about Jesus turning water into wine.  That was the “beverage” 
miracle, and right after, John wrote that this “was the first of the signs through which he revealed 
his glory; and his disciples believed in him” (Jn 2: 11). 
 
In other words, John is writing, “Pay attention, people!  These are signs!” 
 
A sign is something that has means more than it seems to mean.  But the parties involved have to 
agree upon what the sign means.  For example, I lived in Korea for two years.  In the West, we 
have two gestures for “goodbye”: this one, and this one.  But in Korea, this is the sign for 
“goodbye,” while this is the sign for “come here.”  So on probably Day Two of my stay there, I 
waved goodbye to a new friend this way.  They came back, wondering why I motioned for them to 
return.  “Uh,” I said, “I just wanted to say ‘Goodbye.’” 
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It’s a good strategy to have parties agree upon what the sign means. 
 
And, for John, what these signs means is that Jesus is not only the prophet that Moses predicted, 
but also the Messiah predicted by Isaiah and the Psalmist, and the Son of God has declared by 
Nathaniel and by Martha and by John himself. 
 
It’s the answer to the question that Jesus himself poses: Who do you say that I am?  (Mk 8:29).   
 
It’s the same question he asks to each of us today.  “Who do you say that I am?”  And John might 
add, “What signs do you need to believe who Jesus is?” 
 
What signs do you need? 
 
There was a couple who wanted a sign about what country they should go to, as missionaries.  So 
they agreed that they would open the Bible, plant down their finger, and see whatever country 
God pointed out.  So they closed their eyes, put down the finger, missed the text entirely, and 
landed on the words “Fine Moroccan Leather.”   
 
So off to Morocco they went. 
 
I would not recommend that as a way to find a sign from God. 
 
What sign would you need to take your relationship with God to the next level?   
 
God wanted his relationship with King Ahaz to go to the next level, in the 6th century BC, as 
described in the book of Isaiah.  “Ask the Lord your God for a sign, whether in the deepest depths 
or in the highest heights,” God told King Ahaz.  But Ahaz wouldn’t do it.  “I will not put the Lord to 
the test,” he answered (Is 7:11-13). 
 
Some of us might be squeamish about asking God for a sign.  We might even be wondering what it 
means to take our relationship with God to the next level.  We might think God is looking for 
someone with a little more than we have.  Someone a little younger.  Someone with more money 
in the bank.  Someone who is as devoted to God as was David’s, for David was called a person 
“after God’s own heart.” 
 
Or that when he wants us to take our relationship with him to the next level, he’ll make it crystal 
clear. 
 
“What have we got on hand?” asks Jesus when he sees the hungry crowd coming.  “There’s a boy 
with five small loaves of bread and a couple pieces of fish,” they reply.  Other than that, nothing.  
Not enough money to solve the world’s problems.  Not, frankly, a lot of faith or vision.  All they 
had was some barley bread and some fish that you had to have with barley bread, because 
otherwise it was tasted so awful you could barely eat the stuff. 
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When Jesus turns it into enough food so that everyone has more than enough, the people said, 
“this is indeed the prophet who is to come into the world” (Jn 6:14).  They saw the miracle.  They 
remembered the sign.  They beheld the prophet.  The old words of Moses had come true at last. 
 
And it’s likely that for many of them, their relationship with God went to the next level.  There may 
have been a pause, while people waited for Jesus to let them know what he wanted them to do. 
 
They were hungry for food; they were hungry for a sign.  It had been a hundred years of Roman 
occupation; it was a time of poverty; a time of injustice; a time of when revolution was beginning 
to catch fire.  You know when you’re making a campfire and you light it, at first, you’re not sure 
that the fire will catch.  Then, all of a sudden, you know it will, even though it hasn’t really 
developed a big flame.  It has reached critical mass, and it’s growing. 
 
So it was in the 30s in Palestine.  They had been under Roman rule for 100 years, and if you 
weren’t a Roman citizen, you essentially had no rights.  The economy was in ruins, in part because 
of the construction projects of Herod the Great.  A small percentage of the people owned most of 
the resources.  Taxation was high.  The poor—especially foreigners and widows and orphans—
were exploited because there was no one to protect them.  And a group of Jews, called the 
Zealots, were willing to turn to violence to overthrow the Roman oppression.  Like the camp fire, 
the flame had caught, but it was still pretty small.  It would take another 30 years to develop a 
huge flame, and the first Jewish-Roman War was the result. 
 
And, in kind, when the Five Thousand understood that there were signs, and that providing food 
miraculously was one of the signs, and that Jesus had just provided food miraculously, they were 
paying attention.  Up in Galilee there were no Roman soldiers and in Jerusalem, unless the high 
priest requested more soldiers or there was a rebellion, only about 500 Roman soldiers stationed 
in Jerusalem.  Here there were thousands of people.  A few years later they would follow two 
brothers, Jacob and Simon, in a small revolt.  Thirty years after Jesus they would follow Yosef ben 
Matityahu in the first Jewish-Roman war.  And a hundred years after Jesus they were ready to 
follow Simon bar Kochba in one final attempt to throw off the Roman oppression. 
 
So they were watching Jesus.  For a sign.  The crowd of the satisfied wanted to become the crowd 
of king-makers.  In an instant, the prophet could become the king.  And Jesus knows it.   
 
When you think about it, you can make a strong case for saying that Jesus should have said “Yes” 
to the desire of the crowd.  A lot things that the crowd wanted, Jesus wanted.  An end to the 
oppression of the powerful over the week.  A levelling of the playing field between the rich and 
poor, between the scholars and the laborers.  An easing of the daily and lifelong struggle to find 
food and drink, bread, fish, and water.  Deliverance from fear.  And someone to honor and revere 
as a prophet and a king. 
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Yes, you can make a strong case for saying that Jesus should have said “Yes.” 
 
But Jesus will have nothing to do with it.  Later in the book of John, at his trial, Jesus tells Pilate 
that “My kingdom is not of this world.  If it were, my servants would fight….  But now my kingdom 
is from another place” (Jn 18:36).   
 
Back in Galilee, after Jesus performs the miracle of feeding of the 5,000, the crowd would rather 
have a physical, earthly kingdom with physical, earthly food rather than a set of spiritual signs 
pointing to eternal life.  For in the next passage in John, Jesus reprimands the people, saying, “You 
are looking for me, not because you saw the signs I performed but because you ate the loaves and 
had your fill” (Jn 6:26). 
 
So instead of letting them make him a king, he withdraws back into the mountain and he is alone. 
 
We, too, might prefer an earthly kingdom to spiritual signs. 
 
Be careful when you ask Jesus to be the keynote speaker at your convention, whether it’s a 
convention of liberals, or conservatives, of Christian Socialists or health and prosperity 
proponents, whether people are wearing masks or not, whether it’s a convention for peace or 
justice or poverty or oppression or organizational development or the end times.  He might 
approve of it.  There might be a strong case for him leading a crowd of people devoted to that 
cause.   
 
But he might not stay on script. 
 
As C.S. Lewis points out in his description of Aslan, the Christ figure in Narnia: he is not a tame lion. 
 
Jesus says that he did not come to be served, but to serve (Mt 20:28).  He did not come to raise up 
an army—even an army of those intent on doing good—but to do signs so that people would 
believe in him (Jn 12:37). 
 
So we’re back to signs.  As I mentioned before, God tells Ahaz to ask for a sign.  But Ahaz wouldn’t 
do it.  “I will not put the Lord to the test,” he answered (Is 7:11-13).  Not interested.  So Isaiah 
replies, “Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: the virgin will conceive and give birth to a 
son, and will call him Immanuel” (Is 7:14). 
 
What kind of sign would you like?  Be prepared.  He is not a tame lion.  Are you ready to answer 
the question that God asks every believer in the Bible, and every person in history, namely, “What 
do you want?”  It may sound like a selfish question, but it’s the question of new life; it’s the 
question of healing; and it’s the question of signs.  “What do you want?”  Is it bread?  Is it walking 
on water?  Is it a kingdom from a king who will not be forced to be a king, but will only be a king on 
his own terms?  Is it the sign of the virgin who gives birth to Immanuel?  How do you want your 
relationship with God to get to the next level?  Maybe you feel your heart is cold or your spirit is 
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weak.  I know those feelings.  But watch out—even the severely near-sighted or far-sighted can 
see signs.  Even the cold of heart can feel the presence of God.  As Jesus says in his parables, “Be 
watchful.”  You can feel the divine presence in ways you cannot explain.  Ask for a sign.  And God 
will provide one.  But it may come as a challenge as well. 
 
 
 


